Fitting Instructions for Hips
Step 2. 50mm wide timber hip batten support blocks should
be screwed to the hip rafter between the tiling/slating
battens and at the ridge and eaves to accommodate the
installation of a screw fixed continuous hip batten of
sufficient height to allow the fixing of the hip tiles with the
screws provided.

Step 3. Complete the installation of the tiles or slates, cutting
them neatly and close to the hip batten or leaving a 5mm
ventilation gap if required. Small cuts of tile should be
secured at the head using tile clips (available seperately, code
DVC) or other mechanical means. When using double lap tiles
or slates, a wider tile or slate should be used to avoid small
cuts.

Step 1. Install the underlay and tiling/slating battens as
normal ensuring that the ends of the battens are fixed to the
hip rafter or to bearers fixed to either side of the hip rafter. A
5mm continuous gap should be maintained either side of the
hip rafter if roof ventilation is required at the hip.
NOTE:The Rollflex should be stored at temperatures not exceeding 35˚C.
It is recommended that the installation of the Rollflex strip be
suspended when external temperatures fall below 5˚C or exceed
30˚C.
The tile or slate surface to be adhered to by the Rollflex strip should
be clean and dry and free from dust, debris, grease and other
contaminants.
The Rollflex strip should be installed ensuring that the ventilating
rubber membrane is not stretched and that both the rubber
membrane and the adhesive strips are not exposed to direct UV solar
radiation.
The hip tile edges should sit on corrugated metal edges of the
Rollflex strip and not be over-tightened crushing the corrugations.

Step 4. Starting from the eaves, the Rollflex should be placed
centrally over the hip batten and tacked into position using
corrosion resistant nails or staples. Subsequent lengths
should be overlapped by 100mm and the Rollflex terminated
at the apex of the roof. If Rollflex is also used at the ridge, it
should be overlapped by 100mm onto the hip Rollflex and
trimmed. If not, a lead saddle should be used at the ridge/hip
junction.
Step 5. Peel off the protective tape from the adhesive strips
on the Rollflex and press down firmly onto a clean, dry and
dust free tile or slate surface. For profiled tiles, care should be
taken to ensure that the Rollflex follows the tile profile closely
to provide continuous surface contact.
If using the optional GRP hip tile support tray (Code HT 165),
it should be positioned centrally onto the hip battens and
over the Rollflex strip allowing 150mm overlap of each length
before tacking into position using anti-corrosive nails.
Step 6. Starting at the eaves, drill and fix a block end hip tile
into position. Continue to fix the hip tiles centrally along the
hip and join using the flexible universal gasket, screw and
plate provided by fixing through the GRP tray (if used) and
Rollflex into the hip battens ensuring that the hip tiles are
butted up tight to the gasket. The gasket should be trimmed
to the inside profile of the hip tile when using smaller hip tile
types.
Step 7. Once at the ridge, both hip tiles and the ridge tile
should be close mitred and drilled to permit screw fixing into
the ridge and hip battens with the screws and plates
provided. A full length hip tile should be used at the ridge,
with any adjustment made by reducing the length of the
adjacent hip tiles.

Tile Clip Detail see Step 3

Gasket Trimming see Step 6

For further information, please contact Lagan Tile on 02892 647100
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Fitting Instructions for Ridges

Step 4. Lay the Rollflex strip centrally along the ridge batten
and tack into position using corrosion resistant nails or
staples. Subsequent lengths should be overlapped by
100mm. At the gable end, the Rollflex should be trimmed
down the face of the verge for a cloaked or dry fix
application, or trimmed back by approximately 50mm where
a bedded verge is used.

Step 5. Peel off the protective tape from the adhesive strips
on the Rollflex and press down firmly onto a clean, dry and
dust free tile or slate surface. For profiled tiles, care should be
taken to ensure that the Rollflex follows the tile profile closely
to provide continuous surface contact.

Step 6. Place the ridge tiles centrally along the ridge and join
using the flexible universal gasket, screw and plate provided
by fixing through the Rollflex and into the ridge battens
ensuring that the ridges are butted up tight to the gasket.
The gasket should be trimmed to the inside profile of the
ridge tile when using smaller ridge tile types.
Step 7. At the ends of the ridge, whether using a block-end
ridge or ridge cap, the last ridge tile should be drilled in the
conventional manner and an additional screw and plate used
to secure the tile to the ridge battens.

Step 3. Fix the top tiling/slating battens and complete the
tiling or slating in the usual manner ensuring that a
ventilation gap is maintained where required.
Step 2. For a trussed rafter roof, fix a 50mm wide ridge
batten or battens along the centreline of the roof apex using
the metal straps provided. They may be nailed to the rafters
either above or below the underlay. If a ridge board exists, it
may be necessary to build up the height using battens that
should be secured to either the rafters or ridge board using
the metal straps.

NOTE:The Rollflex should be stored at temperatures not exceeding 35˚C.

Step 1. Install the underlay and tiling/slating battens as
normal. If ventilating the roof space (below the underlay),
leave the underlay approximately 30mm short of the apex on
both sides.

The Rollflex strip should be installed ensuring that the ventilating
rubber membrane is not stretched and that both the rubber
membrane and the adhesive strips are not exposed to direct UV solar
radiation.

It is recommended that the installation of the Rollflex strip be
suspended when external temperatures fall below 5˚C or exceed
30˚C.
The tile or slate surface to be adhered to by the Rollflex strip should
be clean and dry and free from dust, debris, grease and other
contaminants.

The hip tile edges should sit on corrugated metal edges of the
Rollflex strip and not be over-tightened crushing the corrugations.

Gasket Trimming see Step 6

For further information, please contact Lagan Tile on 02892 647100
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